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Chris Casey - AWS Data Exchange

A First Look at AWS Data Exchange

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My names Chris Casey, and I look after BD for ADX. I’ve been with AWS for almost 2 years and prior to joining Amazon I run a data business for a large financial services data vendor, providing data to banks, asset managers, and hedge funds around the world. ��In today’s webinar you will learn about the customer challenges AWS Data Exchange aims to address, a brief overview of the service itself and it’s benefits, and finally a short demonstration on how to use the service.��
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Data is transforming the way businesses innovate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now before we get into the service itself, I’d like to take a step back and walk you through the challenges we heard from customers that led us to develop AWS Data Exchange. ��It should come as no surprise that more developers, enterprises, and researchers are using more data from more sources to more information, and ultimately better decisions. Some use cases for third-party data are decades old and well understood:1/ financial services organizations have been using market data, company data, and news feeds for decades to make smarter investment decisions.2/ doctors and health care providers have been using real world evidence data to understand the effectiveness of treatments and discover new drugs3/ advertisers have been using customer sentiment data to develop marketing campaigns to appeal to the right aud. at right time.And there’s also a number of new use cases for data that's emerging that will continue to shape how we understand the world, particularly now that the cloud has made it possible to generate and store more data than ever before:for examples1/ satellite imagery and aggregated people movement data can now be used to more efficiently respond to natural disasters and better plan for urban development.2/ vehicles are now manufactured with thousands of sensors that generate data to predict traffic patterns, and give lower insurance premiums to those who drive safer3/ And of course, developers and data scientists are increasingly using machine-learning to predict all kinds of outcomes, and need access to data to train and influence models quickly
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Customer expectations have been transformed, 
too

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�And as I’m sure most of you here would agree and many others also do– we all want to make data-driven decision making easier. Customers have told us that they want the experience of finding and using data on the cloud as easy as it is to shop online today.��If you wanted to buy a house or a car and I told you, you had to call around to get a price and idea of what’s out there today how would you feel? ��Throughout my career, and our conversations with AWS customers there is a lot of market frustration with how hard it was to find, acquire, and then ultimately ingest and use data. People have told us that they want to stop wasting precious resources they have to use on data ingestion technology today, and spend more time analyzing and creating value from the data they subscribe to.So, after hearing that same frustration from hundreds of customers over the last several years, we’re happy to introduce
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A new service to make it easy for AWS customers to find, 
subscribe to, and use third-party data in the cloud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which we released in Q4 last year.��In just a few minutes, all of you can find more than 1500 data products in AWS Marketplace from nearly 100 qualified data providers. We currently have a strong selection of data across financial services, health care and life sciences, location based data, aggregated consumer data, and a lot more.
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Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two types of customers. Data Providers, those who want to make their data available to other third parties, and data subscribers, those who want to consume third-party data in a cloud native way.As you can imagine, many of our customers are in fact both prospective data providers and data subscribers on AWS Data Exchange. ��PROVIDERS: �aws data exchange makes it easy to run a business providing data to Aws customers! In just a few minutes, providers can create any number of data sets, revisions, assets which I will show you later on in our demonstration. Once created, providers can make that data available to the millions of AWS customers worldwide inside of AWS marketplace – Nothing to build to store, bill for, or deliver data to your customers – oh, and of course only those customer with an active subscription actually get access to the data.All of this is done through an easy to use API and console experienceSubscribers: Our catalog is global, and once subscribed to a data product, you can use AWS Data Exchange’s API to natively copy the data sets… and we publish notifications via cloud watch events.All subscriptions clearly appear in the AWS Data Exchange so you have one place where they’re all consolidated – no more trying to find where all the licensing agreements are or running the risk that you have subscribed to the same data multiple times in different business unit across your organizationAnd, any fees for commercial data products are consolidated on your AWS invoice. I suspect that many of your procurement departments would appreciate having to manage less billing relationships as you continue to use more and more data in your decision making.For those of you who are on an EDP plan with us, all data subscription costs works toward your overall AWS usage.We also have a capability called BYOS, which allows you to migrate existing data subscriptions you have from any qualified provider on the service for no additional cost to either party. This gives both subscribers and providers a seamless and cost effective way to migrate legacy non-cloud native data fulfillment mechanisms to AWS Data Exchange. 
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Features

Self-Service Product Publishing   

Self-Service Private Offers            

Subscription Verification              
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“With the increasing demand across industries in using news 
content to train and power their mission critical AI and 
analytics applications on the cloud, the depth and accuracy of 
Reuters coverage means AWS customers are now able to 
seamlessly access the highest quality of data from AWS Data 
Exchange” Alphonse Hardel, Global Head of Business 
Development and Strategy, Reuters at Thomson Reuters. 

“AWS Data Exchange provides us with secure access to 
customers at incomparable scale, while also serving as 
an easy data ingestion and activation vehicle for data 
usage,“ say Josh Cohen, SVP Product at Foursquare

“AWS Data Exchange is unlocking a number of data sources 
that have traditionally been locked in siloes spanning 
multiple organizations, and gives healthcare stakeholders a 
scalable and secure service to create new collaborative 
business models to reimagine how they approach research, 
clinical trials, pharmacovigilance, population health, and 
reimbursement”, said Brett Davis, Principal at Deloitte 
Consulting and General Manager of ConvergeHEALTH

“Using AWS Data Exchange to distribute our content allows our 
customers another integrated option to access our attributes to inform 
decisioning across business intelligence, product strategy, marketing, 
and more,” said Ken Lordy, Director of Products at Dun & Bradstreet. 

Customer Anecdotes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are 4 anecdotes from customers who are already using AWS Data Exchange in various forms. ��Dun and Bradstreet, who are established providers in the Financial Services sector have various Market Insight Data sets available on ADX which provide subscribers information on market trends in different geographies and sectors like insurance, warehousing and storage, and securities brokerageReuters, who are most notable known for their high quality news, have various new archives available including news in different languages like Maderin, and news covering the automotive, pharmaceutical, and Energy sectorsEver hailed an Uber or geotagged a tweet on Twitter? Ever snap a photo with a Samsung phone? Then you’re using Foursquare., Foursquare places provides firmographic and rich community-sourced content for 105M POIs—60M of them commercial—across 190 countries and 50 territories globally is available on AWS Data Exchange.And finally Deloittes ConvergeHealth business who have integrated with the AWS Data Exchange API to help: ��UPSTREAM Deloitte’s Analytics & Cognitive practice helps organizations transform health care data into a research-ready format for insightsDOWNSTREAM ConvergeHEALTH Miner is a managed cloud and analytics platform that enables secure, auditable collaboration and analysis
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Demonstration
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RELEVANT
DATA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AWS Data Exchange already has a broad selection of data across multiple industries, including:�Stock exchanges like Toronto Montreal Exchange, aggregated consumer credit from Transunion, Experian, and Equifax, Insurance intelligence from Verisk, News from Reuters,Company data from D&B and ADPLocation data from Fourquare and Pitney BowesHCLS data from Change Healthcare, OM1, MGMA, MediSafe, and VirtusaOpen data sets from Enigma, Crux, and Rearc
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So what’s next?

Read our blog describing 
how to find, acquire, and 

retrieve new updates 
automatically to data via 

AWS Data Exchange

Check out our blog 
detailing how to publish 
and dynamically update 

products on
AWS Data Exchange

Start using AWS Data 
Exchange today

https://aws.amazon.com
/data-exchange/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visit our website: https://aws.amazon.com/data-exchange/ ��Visit our Big Data blog: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/big-data/ 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/big-data/find-and-acquire-new-data-sets-and-retrieve-new-updates-automatically-using-aws-data-exchange/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/big-data/publish-and-update-data-products-dynamically-with-aws-data-exchange/
https://aws.amazon.com/data-exchange
https://aws.amazon.com/data-exchange/
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